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The Northwest Animal Rights Network (NARN) is a Seattle-based animal advocacy
organization with more than 5,000 members across Washington. Thank you for the opportunity
to submit comments on Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife’s (WDFW) proposed
spring black bear season rule changes, which modify season dates, revise permit numbers in
some areas, and remove two private timber land properties from the North Skagit hunt.

NARN opposes all sport hunting, including the hunting of black bears. In any given year, 1,300
black bears are killed by sport hunters in Washington State.

Spring black bear special permits are typically used to address specific management needs,
such as tree damage on industrially managed timberlands, human–bear conflict, and other
private property damage. The WDFW has authorized the killing of about 300 additional bears
in some years to protect private timber farm profits through WDFW’s Bear Timber Depredation
Management Program. The WDFW and private timberland owners hold that for the sake of
protecting private property, it's constitutional to permit a small group of selected hunters to
hunt bears with hounds, to target them indiscriminately, and to shoot them over bait. For
multiple years, timber farms have received “historical damage permits” from WDFW for the
previous year's damage—before bears have even committed new damage—which the WDFW
Game Division manager has called “good customer service.” WDFW's own staff have criticized
management for doing nothing while companies like Weyerhaeuser use a loophole to create a
"large hunting ground." Describing it less like a damage-control program, WDFW’s own staff
have said it was “like an exclusive hunting season that defies the law while unfairly allowing a
small group of privileged hunters an opportunity that the public is denied.”

However, the Court of Appeals in Tacoma ruled earlier this month that the practice violated a
voter-approved initiative from 1996 that banned private hunters (non-state-agency employees)
from using bait, hounds, and traps to remove problematic bears. As such, the WDFW is no
longer allowed to offer black bear hunting permits to timberland owners intent on protecting



trees from the animals. With all due respect, we disagree with the Commission when they
claim this is a separate issue as the Spring Bear Hunt; it relates to how the agency conducts
business, and NARN agrees that state agencies such as WDFW should follow the law,
especially as it relates to voter-approved initiatives. This initiative has proven that
Washingtonians do not support killing of black bears through such inhumane practices.
Because of this, NARN supports the removal of Weyerhaeuser-Columbia Timber Lands
from the North Skagit hunt.

WDFW is proposing extending the spring black bear special permit hunts to begin April
15, lengthening the hunt by a whole month from mid-May to align all the spring hunting
seasons. This decision is based solely on convenience, not conservation science. Right now,
hunters are asked by the agency to not kill mother bears which could lead to the orphaning of
young, but currently there are no laws against it. With no accountability, and frankly no data on
this, it could be called state-sanctioned animal cruelty, and if Washington residents realized
this, I’m sure there would be more outrage. If this is nothing more than a recreational
opportunity, then this needs to go back to the vote. The basic tenant of responsible hunting is
to be able to accurately identify what it is you’re hunting, but because bears vary in size, the
Department's own staff biologist claims it is “very difficult to tell sows from other bears,” it is
very possible to shoot sows if you don’t see cubs, and that young males look like female
bears. NARN opposes extending the spring black bear hunting season.

NARN would like to see the Bear Timber Depredation Management Program
eliminated. Internal staff complaints about the program reveal years of ignored efforts to bring
it into compliance with the law, and the Program has brought multiple suits against the agency
over the last 2 years. It’s clear that the WDFW does not have the ability to ethically and legally
interpret wildlife policy and enforce its own laws.

NARN would like to see the Commission speak up for Conservation of wildlife for all
Washingtonians, instead of reinforcing its commitment to hunters who exploit wildlife. We’d like
to challenge the Commission to direct your staff to hone in their scientific data, and also focus
on enforcement of poaching of ungulates and other wildlife.

Thank you.

Stephanie Taylor
Programs Manager, Northwest Animal Rights Network
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